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Abstract—The user-generated podcasting service over mobile 
opportunistic networks can facilitate the user generated content 
dissemination while humans are on the move. However, in such a 
distributed and dynamic network environment, the design of 
efficient content forwarding and cache management schemes are 
challenging due to the lack of global podcast channel popularity 
information at each individual node. We design a distributed 
reputation system at each node for estimating the global channel 
popularity information which is significant for forwarding and 
cache management decision. Our simulation result shows that, 
compare to History-based Rank scheme, our reputation system 
can significantly improve system performance under 
Community-based Random Way-Point (C-RWP) mobility model 
and localized channel popularity distribution.

I. INTRODUCTION

In recent years, mobile opportunistic network has become an 
attractive research area for networking small mobile devices 
carried by human being, vehicles and animals. Besides unicast 
content delivery, the broadcasting in opportunistic network 
has been proposed in Podnet project [1] to provide seamless 
content distribution beyond infrastructure network. In this 
paper, we focus on designing popularity-based content 
forwarding and public cache replacement schemes in User 
Generated Wireless Podcasting (UGWP) service over the 
system architecture of ad-hoc podcasting [1]. We mainly 
target at obsolete podcasting service where only the most 
recent content is of interests and old content is always obsolete 
by the latest one e.g. short news report distribution or software 
updates of mobile devices. In UGWP, obtaining popularity 
information of podcast channels is significant for the content 
forwarding and public cache replacement decisions. Unlike 
existing Internet-based user generate service such as YouTube 
[2] where the content popularity information is made 
centralized, in ad-hoc podcasting, the channel popularity 
information is fully distributed throughout the network and 
dynamic due to nodes’ mobility. Thus it is much more difficult 
for each node to obtain and predict popularity information of 
global channels. With inaccurate channel popularity 

information, node may forward the content that future 
encounter nodes are not interested in. Ultimately, this would 
lead to low hit ratio of content retrieve, low utilization of both 
the node contact opportunities and cache storage.      

In this paper, we design a distributed reputation system based 
on Bayesian framework through which each node can estimate 
the global channels popularities. The popularity of channel is 
represented by the reputation rating. The reputation system 
consist of three parts: Firstly, the reputation rating of channels 
at each node is built and updated by the number of requests to 
each channel from encounter nodes. This is called the first 
hand information of channel popularity by each node’s direct 
observations. Secondly, reputation rating is also updated by 
integrating its encounter nodes’ direct observations which is 
called the second hand information of channel popularities. By 
dong so, node can learn and adjust popularity information of 
channels from observations made by others even before 
having to learn by own experience. By nodes gossiping the 
channel reputations, the accurate channel popularity 
information can propagate much faster throughout the 
network, especially when the popularity distribution is non-
uniform and localized. Moreover, to protect against rumor 
spread from liars, the second hand information is only 
accepted if a deviation test is passed. Thirdly, to adapt the 
channel popularity shifts, both the first hand information and 
the reputation ratings of each channel decays after each 
contact. The previous observations are gradually forgotten 
while more weight is put on recently observations.  

To the best of our knowledge, our work is the first attempt to 
employ Bayesian Framework based reputation system for 
estimating the content popularity in the context of user-
generated opportunistic content dissemination. Previous, the 
Bayesian framework based reputation system has been 
employed in coping with misbehaviors in mobile ad hoc 
networks [3].  The paper is organized as follows: in section 2, 
the concept of Bayesian Framework based Reputation is 
introduced. In section 3, the protocol specification and data 
structure of reputation system is described. We evaluate the  
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performance of reputation system by discrete event simulation 
in section 4. Section 5 concludes the paper.    

II. BAYESIAN FRAMEWORK BASED REPUTATION SYSTEM

To implement Bayesian framework based reputation system, 
both first hand information and reputation ratings are needed. 
First hand information is the direct observations of channel 
popularity and can be passed to other nodes as second hand 
information. Reputation rating is the channel popularity 
information taking accounts both first hand information and 
second hand information by node’s encounter nodes’ direct 
observations. In this section, we introduce how both first hand 
information and reputation rating is built and updated. 

A. First hand information by modified Bayesian approach 

The first hand information for the popularity of channel j at 
node i is defined as 

F ji, = ( BA, )

It represents the parameters of the Beta distribution assumed 
by node i in its Bayesian view of the popularity of channel j. 
Initially, it is set to (1, 1).  The standard Bayesian method [3] 
gives the same weight to each observation regardless of its 
time of occurrence. However, the popularity of a given 
channel may change as the node may move between different 
communities of different content popularity characteristic. For 
this reason, we add a reputation fading mechanism to give less 
weight to the past observations, because the latest observations 
would be more important for estimating current and future 
popularity of the channel.  Assume node i makes one 
individual observation of channel j during a contact with 
encounter node. Let s=1 if channel j is requested by the 
encounter node, and s=0 otherwise. The update is as follows:   

suAA ��: ; )1(: suBB ���
The weight u is a discount factor for the past experiences, 
which serves as the fading mechanism.   

B. Reputation Rating and Model Merge 

The reputation rating R ji,  is also defined by two numbers: 

( �� , )
Initially, it is set to (1, 1). It is built and updated on two types 
of events: (1) when first-hand information is updated by own 
observations; (2) the second hand information from encounter 
nodes are accepted and copied. There are two variant of using 
second hand information from encounter nodes: direct 
observations (first hand information) from encounter nodes 
and reputation rating from encounter nodes.  For event type 
(1), the update of reputation rating is the same for the first-
hand information updating. Let s �  {0, 1} is the observations:  

� : = u� +s,      )1(: su ��� ��

For the case (2), if we assume passing direct observations, the 
linear pool model is used to merge own reputation rating with 
direct observations passed from encounter nodes on the 
condition if the deviation test is passed.  Deviation test is used 
to protect system against false rating from encounter nodes. 
The idea behind it is that humans only believe the opinions 
from others only if, to them, it seems likely i.e. it dose not 
differ too much from their own opinions. Moreover, even if 
they accepted opinions from others, they only attach less 
weight to other’s opinions than their own opinions. We denote 
with E (Beta (A, B)) the expectation of the distribution Beta 
(A, B). Let the reputation rating of channel j at node i as 
follows:  

R ),(,
k
j

k
jjk ���

The first hand information of channel j at encounter node x: 
F jx, = (A x

j
x
j B, )

The deviation test is as follows:  
If )),((),(( x

j
x
j

k
j

k
j ABetaEBetaE ��� � < THS, 

where THS is a positive constant (deviation threshold),  then 
the deviation test is passed and we believe the report from 
node x is trustworthy. Then, k

j� , k
j�   are updated by first 

hand observations of node x using the linear pool model 
merging: 

         k
j� = k

j� +w x
jA� ; k

j� = k
j� +w� B x

j , 0<w<1. 

III. DATA STRUCTURE AND PROTOCOL SPECIFICATION

The cache of each node consists of a private part for caching 
private interested channels and public part for caching public 
interested channels. Each node maintains a table of channel 
reputation ratings which is used for content forwarding and 
public cache replacement decisions. As an example, the 
reputation rating table of node A is as follows:  
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In brief, the reputation system based podcasting protocol 
works as follows:  
1. Idle node periodically broadcast association requests to its 
neighbors. If it discovers several neighboring nodes, it 
randomly selects one node to associate and establish pair-wise 
connection.
2. Node updates its reputation ratings of all channels by 
merging the second hand information from peer if deviation 
test is passed. 
3. Node firstly pulls content of private interested channels. 
4. Node updates both first hand information and reputation 
rating of channels by peer’s requests of privately interested 
channels.
5. Node pull content of public interested channels based on 
estimated channel popularities using popularity-based 
forwarding and public cache replacement schemes. Various 
forwarding and public cache replacement schemes are 
described in [6]. For detailed description of protocol 
specification, see the message sequence chart below: (suppose 
node A and node B establish pair-wise association.) 
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IV. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION 

Based on simulation, we evaluate the performance of 
reputation system under “Community-based Random Way-
Point” (C-RWP) mobility model and localized channel 
popularity distribution.  

C-RWP captures the “clustering” effect of realistic human 
mobility: The mobility of nodes tends to be localized in 
certain geographical area where they frequently meet other 
nodes with similar social roles e.g. workmate, classmate; On 
the other hand, nodes only occasionally meet nodes with 
dissimilar social roles in other geographical areas. In C-RWP, 
nodes are divided into different communities. One community 
is a group of nodes with the similar mobility patterns. Nodes 
of one community move within the same square in a random 
way-point (RWP) model. Nodes of the same square have 
equal chance of meeting each other regularly while nodes of 
different squares can seldom meet each other or only 
occasionally meet near the borders of two squares.  

Secondly, we assume channel popularity distribution. Based 
on the measurement results of YouTube, a recent paper [5] 
shows that: video clips of local interests only have a high local 
popularity; there is no correlation observed between global 
and local popularity. Along the line of their observations, we 
assume: firstly, one community of nodes have one group of 
interesting channels which is a subset of total global available 
channels. Among one community, the popularity of its group 
of channels follows Zipf-like distribution. Secondly, different
communities have different groups of interested channels. One 
example could be one community is interested in the channels 
of English language while other is interested in channels of 
German language.

Thirdly, the location of the channel publishing nodes and its 
subscribing nodes could be as follows: (1) the publishing node 
and its subscribing are in the same community; (2) they are in 
two different communities which are partially or totally 
physically separated; (3) publishing node and some of its 
subscribing node are in the same community while other 
subscribing nodes are in other community. We focus on the 
scenario (2): due to physical separation of communities, nodes 
of one community may have difficulty of learning popularities 
of channels published from other communities. 

A. Performance Metrics  
To quantify the user satisfaction of user generated 
podcasting, the Recall and Delay are employed as the 
performance metrics of reputation system.  Recall indicates 
the fraction of the chunks that are relevant to the node 
interets that are successfully received. It is borrowed from the 
area of Information Retrieve (IR). Delay: indicates the 
latency between the time when chunk is published and the 

time when it is received.  Since we target at news-related 
content distribution, the average delay is curial to the end 
user  satisfaction.  

Average Recall:  
The Recall of node i is defined: 

N:  the total number of nodes; i: the node ID.  
)(i tX R : total number of chunks that have been received by 

node i by time t. 
)(i tX P : total number of chunks that have been published 

from all interested channels of node i, by time t.  The average 
recall of all nodes N is defined:  

In this work, we are only interested in the average recall at the 
end of the simulation.  

Average Delay: The chunk delivery delay is defined 
as receivepublish TTt ��	 . publishT  is the chunk publish time 

while  receiveT  is the time when it is received. The average 
chunk delivery delay is calculated:  

M

T
i

i
	      i=1, 2, 3….M;  

M is the total number of chunks received by all nodes at the 
end of simulation.  

B. Simulation Settings 
We compare the performance of Reputation System via 
passing direct observations with History-based Rank [1] under 
the scenario: two separated communities of nodes with two 
groups of interesting channels. The history-based rank method 
[3] is a method which estimate channel popularity only by first 
hand information in the form of number of encounter requests 
per channel. It works as follows: node keeps track of the 
channels that were requested by past nodes and maintains a 
history-based ranking. Only the requests for the channels that 
the requester is actually subscribed to are counted.     

The performance evaluation is done with our own simulator 
which is based on a simple communication model: two modes 
can communicate with a nominal bit-rate if their geometric 
distance is smaller than a threshold value (that models the 
radio range of mobile device). The simulation model does not 
incorporate link layer issue such as collision or interference, 
since we simulate a sparsely connected network where the 
collisions or interference among different associations are very 
rare. For the simulation, we further assume that the setup time 
for nodes associations is negligible. 
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Figure 1: two separated communities of nodes 

As indicated in figure 1, 100 nodes are grouped into two 
communities: A (blue) and B (yellow). The nodes are human 
beings who carry WiFi-enabled mobile device. Each 
community is interested in one group of popular channels 
among total 100 channels.  Nodes of ID 0-49 belong to 
community A while nodes of ID 50-99 belong to community 
B. Both nodes of community A and B move within a square of 
the same side length 500 meters in Random Way-Point (RWP) 
model.  The moving speed is constant 1 m/s with pause time 1 
s. Each node publishes one channel, with the channel ID 
identical to the node ID, e.g. node 0 publish channel 0, node 1 
publish channel 1. Community A publish channels from 0-49 
while community B publish channel from 50-99. The content 
publish interval is identical for all channels which is 600 s. 
The nodes of community A are only interested in the channels 
published from community B (channel ID 50-99) while nodes 
of community B are only interested in the channel published 
from community A (channel ID 0-49). Each node is interested 
two channels. Among community B, the popularity 
distribution of channels 0-49 follows Zipf-like distribution 
with a=1.5, where the channel 0 is the highest popular 
channel, channel 1 is the second popular and so on. Define the 
popularity of channel 0-49 in community B:  

iP  ~ ai )1(
1
�

, i = 0, 1, 2….49 

Likewise, among community A, the popularity distribution of 
channels 50-99 follows the same Zipf-like distribution with 
a=1.5. Assume the channel 50 is the highest popular channel, 
channel 51 is the second popular and so on: Define the 
popularity of channel 50-99 in community A:  

iQ  ~
ai )49(

1
�

, i = 50, 51, 52….99.  

Nodes only associated pair-wise, even if more than two are 
within reach of one another. The reason is that the contact 
duration may be short and it is better to get high throughput by 
only sharing the transmission capacity between two parties 
than to get high connectivity. We assume the forwarding 
scheme is “Most” and public cache replacement scheme is 
also “Most”, since this combination works best under the 
perfect knowledge of channel popularity [6]. The channel 
popularity is represented by local reputation ratings. With 
Most forwarding scheme, node forward the content from the 
most popular channels to least popular channels until two 
nodes get disconnected through their mobility. With Most 
public cache replacement scheme, when public cache is full, 
the content of less popular channel is always replaced with 
content of more popular one. Other simulation parameters are 
summarized in table 1.  

Table 1 
Parameters of  Reputation System 

THS   0.4 

 u  0.99 

 w  0.2 

Other Parameters  

 Cache size    2 GB 

 Public Cache size   60 MB 

 Chunk size   2 MB 

 Simulated time   12 hours  
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Figure 2:  Number of requests per channel at node 60 

From the figures 2 and 3, it is obvious that the history-based 
rank poorly estimates the popularity of channel 0,1,2,3,4,8. 
With history-based rank, node 60 cannot get any popularity 
information of channel 0,1,2,3,4,8 until 460 minutes. The 
reason is that node 60 cannot have enough first-hand 
information about channel popularity. In contrast, by using 
both direct observation and second hand information, 
reputation system can always perfectly estimate the popularity 
of channel 0,1,2,3,4,8 since the very beginning of the 
simulation, as showed in figure 3.  
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Figure 3: reputation ratings per channel at node 60 

Without enough and accurate channel popularity information, 
nodes are not able to forward the channels of content which 
are interested by its future encounter nodes. History-based 
rank method achieves much lower average recall compare to 
Reputation System, as showed in the table 2. History-based 
Rank only achieves average recall 0.015 while Reputation 
System achieves 0.250.  The performance gain of using 
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reputation system over history-based rank is more than 20 
times.  In terms of average delay, Reputation system also 
performs better than History-based rank, where reputation 
system achieves almost 400s of average delay less than 
history-based rank.  

Table 2 

History-based 
Rank 

Reputation 
System 

Average   
Recall

0.015 0.250 

Average 
Delay 1510 s 1112 s 

V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

We design a distributed reputation system for estimating 
podcast channel popularity information in user generated 
wireless podcasting service. With reputation system, by nodes 
sharing their direct observations of channel popularities, the 
accurate channel popularity information can propagate much 
faster throughout the network, especially when the node 
mobility is community based and channel popularity 
distribution is localized. Our simulation results shows 
reputation system overwhelmingly outperforms history-based 
rank scheme in terms of average recall and average delay 
under a two-community C-RWP model and localized channel 
popularity distribution.  

As the next step, we envision studying the performance of 
reputation system under a more realistic mobility model such 
as [4] which captures node moving both within the 

communities and between communities. Also, we intend to 
study the impact of liars on the performance of reputation 
system in user generated ad hoc podcasting. 
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